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ABSTRACT
Multi sensor information fusion technology can fuse the information from different sensors, so as to obtain
more comprehensive target information, make the right judgments and improve the system's robustness. This
paper proposed a kind of new reasoning method by combining the extension theory and neural network, and
established fusion model based on this method. And the application of the multi-sensor information fusion
technology based on this method in fire detection system is discussed. The correct identification rate of fire is
in a very high level according to simulation analysis, above 93.9%. At the same time, compared with the
traditional BP neural network, it shows that the extension neural network has a prominent advantage in the
speed and reliability of data fusion. So it is possible to apply the extension neural network to the multi-sensor
information fusion. This method has important theoretical significance and practical value for the
development of the multi-sensor information fusion technology.
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main idea is: the extension neural network is the basic
element model of the extension theory, extension distance,
potential value, correlation function, extension field, diamond
thinking and so on. But the main idea is introduce the concept
in extenics into the neural network. It makes the ENN more
advantageous to handle some classes of problems than the
traditional neural network or to use the extension theory alone
[6]-[7].
In the extension theory, the basic-element theory is more
convenient for knowledge representation. The extension set
and extension correlation function can describe the essence of
things from the quantitative and qualitative, which is suitable
for the information that is contradictory and not precise.
Extension thinking method and extension reasoning is more
similar to people's thinking mode. At the same time, the
extension mathematics and the extension logic also have a
greater expansion of the traditional mathematics and logic
[8]. But generally speaking, the extension system is lack of
self-learning, parallel processing ability and adaptive ability.
The neural network can study effectively from samples
directly. It has a series of advantages, such as parallel
computing, distributed information storage, fault tolerance
and adaptive learning function. Because of these advantages,
the research of neural network has attracted many researchers'
interest. But the neural network is not suitable for the
expression of the model of knowledge. In the training of
neural network, the initial value is set to zero or random
number because it could not use the existing knowledge
effectively. This will increase the training time of the network

1. INTRODUCTION
Multi sensor information fusion technology is a kind of
simulation of the human brain for dealing with complex
problems comprehensively. By combining the information
obtained by the multiple sensors in certain rules, we can get
consistent interpretation and description of the observed
objects. Sensor information fusion has two means, one is the
integration of the sensor (array technology), and the other is
the information fusion through the program algorithm. The
general fusion algorithms include Artificial Neural Network,
Bayesian Inference, Rough Set Theory and Dempster—
Shafer Inference [1]-[4]. Wherein, the artificial neural
network is notable in the information fusion for its nonlinear
approximation ability. And we generally adopt the three layer
perceptron model and BP algorithm. But this kind of
traditional structure needs more hidden nodes, and even more
hidden layer for large learning samples [5]. In this paper, a
new neural network model – extension neural network (ENN)
is proposed to solve the defects of the traditional neural
network and improve the information fusion capability.
Like the introduction of fuzzy mathematics into neural
network, the neural network is a new kind of neural network,
which introduces the extension theory to neural network.
Different researchers have different emphasis on the
extension neural network. And different extension neural
networks
have
different
information
processing
characteristics, learning rule, and purpose. It is difficult to
give certain definition of an extension neural network. But the
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learning. And neural network can realize the ability of selflearning based on samples. So the extension neural network
integrates the two systems and develops their advantages to
form a complementary structure. On one hand, the network
can be constructed by a kind of formalized language, so that
the weights of the network have obvious significance. On the
other hand, the learning mechanism is introduced to the
accuracy and practicality of knowledge expression. The
principle of ENN is shown as Figure 2.

or fall into local extremum. At the same time, because of the
traditional neural network based on the traditional
mathematics or fuzzy mathematics and the shortcomings of
its own algorithm, the application is limited. Based on the
above discussion, the extension theory and neural network are
combined to form the extension neural network, which can
absorb the advantages of the two theories, and have better
performance than the single neural network system and the
extension system.

Extension rule
base

2. STRUCTURE OF MULTI SENSOR INFORMATION
FUSION SYSTEM
Data input
(Feature
extraction)

Multi sensor information fusion system has a fusion center,
and complete data fusion in the center. The fusion center can
have a number of levels, to achieve different levels of
integration. And there can be a variety of combination modes.
So the fusion system can be of different structure. It mainly
can be divided into four types: centralized, decentralized,
mixed type and feedback type. This paper adopts distributed
information fusion method, and use ENN to realize the fusion
of multi-source information. The system structure is shown as
in Figure 1.
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Figure 2. The principle of ENN
3.1 Structure design and algorithm description of
extension neural network
The network structure of extension neural network is
composed of input layer and output layer. The input layer
node receives the input mode, and the number of input nodes
is determined by the characteristic number of the input
feature vector. The output layer is the result of the
classification. The number of output layer nodes is
determined by the class number. The input layer and the
output layer is connected with a double weight connection.
One weight value represents the minimum value of the
classical domain, and the other is the upper bound of the
classical domain [10]-[12].
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3.1.1 The extension neuron
The basic processing unit of artificial neural networks is
called neuron. And the neuron model of ENN is called
extension neuron. It is a simulation of biological neurons and
has a structure different from other neuron constructed by the
quantitative analysis tool of correlation function in extenics,
shown as Figure 3.

Figure 1. The structure of multi sensor information fusion
system
The system is composed of three parts: the first part is
sensor signal acquisition and data preprocessing, the second
part is data processing by ENN, and the last part is
identification of the signal. Different information parameters
are acquired by different sensors. Then select the training
sample to study and train the network according to the
practical application background. After the network training,
the mapping rules between the sampling parameters and
output patterns are found by the weight change. Then the
extension neural network can be applied to the fusion system.
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3. THE ALGORITHM OF EXTENSION NEURAL
NETWORK (ENN)

xn

Extenics is an original and traverse discipline put forward
by Chinese scholars in 1983. It discusses the possibility of
matters’ extension and rules and methods of innovation with
formalized models, which are used to solve contradictory
conditions [9]. Extenics is a cross discipline. Its basic theory
is the extension theory, and its specific method is the
extension method. Extension engineering is the application of
extension theory and extension method in various fields.
After 30 years of development, extension theory has formed a
set of mature theory system, and is widely used in control and
detection, artificial intelligence and computer, economic and
management and other fields.
Extenics can analysis the thing in qualitative and
quantitative, but with no ability of parallel computing and

Figure 3. Extension neron model
The neuron unit composed of multiple inputs
xi , i  1, 2,..., n and one output y . To establish triple
according to matter-element theory for each input signal, that
is to establish the input signal matter-element, shown as
follow:

Ni   s, xi , vi  , i  1, 2,..., n

(1)

Wherein, Ni represent the ith element of input signal. s
represent input signal.
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vi

represent the value of the ith input

3.2 The ENN algorithm based on supervision algorithm

signal xi . The intermediate state is represented by classic
domain Wi  w , w  , i  1,2,..., n of input signal matterelement and modification value. And the output formula is:
l
i

u
i
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The training pattern set is
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And

Nm
, N m is the total training error
NP
count. The specific learning algorithm steps are as follows:
Step 1: To establish the matter-element model of the
weight of ENN input node and output node based on materelement theory. As shown below:
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Step 4: To calculate the correlation degree of training
sample X ip and the kth cluste based on extension distance
function.
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Wherein, k  1, 2,..., nc , j  1, 2,..., n .
Step 3: Read in the pth sample of the ith training model.
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Step 2: To calculate initial center of each clustering.
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3.1.2 The network structure of extension neuron
The structure of ENN is shown as Figure 4. It is composed
of two layers of neural network, including the input layer,
output layer and the link weight that connect the input
neurons and output neurons. Each neuron of input layer
corresponding to the different characteristics of
multidimensional matter-element. And the neuron of output
layer refers to the probability of fire in different stage. There
are two link weights between each input layer neurons and
output layer neurons. A weight is the upper bound of the
value of one characteristic corresponding with one fire stage,
and another weight is the lower bound of that. The upper
bound and lower bound between the jth input neuron and the

p
i1

c1

Wherein, wkiL and wUki represent the upper bound and lower
bound of the value of the ith characteristic ci about the kth
cluster, and i  1,2,..., n . The classical domain can be
achieved from the given training data set.

coefficient of each characteristic.
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Wherein, k  1, 2,..., nc .
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Step 5: Find k  , meeting EDik  MinEDik  , and enter the

Figure 4. The structure diagram of ENN

Step7, or in Step6.
Step 6: Update the weights and clustering center.
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Step 6.1: Update the clustering center of the pth sample
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Step 6.2: Update the weight of the pth sample and k .
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 is

unit step function, Td is judging

threshold, in this paper, we take 30S. When the smoke
duration is over Td , d  n  is added, otherwise d  n   0 . n is
discrete time variable. Decision rules are as follows:
When P  0.3 , no fire;
When P  0.7 , have a fire;

(14)
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When 0.3  P  0.7 and d

(15)

 n  0 , have a fire;

When 0.3  P  0.7 and d  n   0 , no fire, delay
then judge.

Td and

Table 1. Training sample of the network

(16)

Expected output
probability

Input data
NO.

Smoke
Temperature concenstration
1 0. 2
0. 42
2 0. 45
0. 18
3 0. 95
0. 2
4 0. 5
0. 55
5 0. 14
0. 1
6 0. 1
0. 52
7 0. 42
0. 2
8 0. 15
0. 08
9 0. 03
0. 14
10 0. 1
0. 14

Wherein,  is the learning rate.
Step 7: Repeat step3-step6 until all model training
complete, then the learning to complete.
Step 8: If the clustering process is convergent and total
error reach to the given value, then training to complete, or
back to step 3.
4. APPLICATION EXAMPLE
In order to verify the validity and reliability of the
application of extension neural network in multi sensor
information fusion, this paper applied the multi sensor
information fusion system based on extension neural network
to the fire detection, and use the Matlab software to train and
simulate it. The experimental parameters of the national
standard test fire and the initial fire are used as training
samples of ENN. The input of the ENN is the environmental
temperature, smoke concentration and CO gas concentration,
and the expected output is three kinds of fire hazard levels: L,
M and H.

CO
concentration
0. 48
0. 75
0. 75
0. 7
0. 52
0. 14
0. 1
0. 23
0. 4
0. 2

No
fire

Fire
danger
Smoldering Open
level
fire
fire

0. 1
0. 2
0
0. 15
0. 65
0. 65
0. 68
0. 76
0. 85
0. 89

0. 6
0. 3
0. 2
0. 3
0. 25
0. 25
0. 2
0. 2
0. 1
0. 05

0. 3
0. 5
0. 8
0. 55
0. 1
0. 1
0. 12
0. 04
0. 05
0. 06

H
H
H
H
M
M
M
L
L
L

4.2 Network training
Firstly, the matter element model of three different fire
hazard levels are established, which are L ( N1 ), M ( N 2 ), H
(

N3

) . Its characteristics are three input signals: the

temperature (

c1

), smoke concentration ( c2 ) and CO

concentration ( c3 ). Then determine the range of the material
element's segment according to the sample data.

4.1 Data processing

Table 2. Matter element model of fire hazard level

The temperature range of the input information is 30 ~200,
and the range of CO is 0ppm~100ppm, and the smoke
concentration range is 0ppm~200ppm. The physical
quantities of the network input are different, and the quantity
is far from the same. So the sample data must be normalized
before the network training, so as to prevent the small
numerical information flooded by the large numerical value.
That is to normalized the input information to [0, 1]. Take
100 sets of experimental data as training sample of the
network after normalized. Some experimental data are shown
in table 1.
When the fire probability (P = smoldering fire probability
+ fire probability) is greater than 0. 7, fire danger level is H,
can be judged to be a fire; when the fire probability is less
than 0. 3, fire danger level is L, can be judged to be no fire. It
is more difficult to determine the fire information when the
fire probability in the vicinity of 0. 5. Smoke is very
important information in the early fire. Therefore, this paper
introduces the smoke duration function . . as the basis for the
occurrence of fire. The function is shown in follows:

Fire
hazard Matter element model
level
 N1 c1

R1   N1 , C, v1   
c2
L

c3

0 ~ 0.625
0 ~ 0.52
0 ~ 0.63






M

 N2 c1

R2   N2 , C, v2   
c2

c3

0.1 ~ 0.67
0.1 ~ 0.69
0.14 ~ 0.66

H

 N3 c1

R3   N3 , C, v3   
c2

c3

0.1 ~ 1
0.13 ~ 1
0.1 ~ 1











To initial network weights according to the matter element
model. Then the network training is carried out according to
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the above algorithm. The error convergence curve is shown in
Figure 5. Here the learning rate is 0. 1.

the input layer and the output layer the connection weight
number is 18. In the learning performance, the learning error
of the ENN model converges to 0. 0051 after 125 steps of
training, and the learning error of BP neural network model
converges to 0. 0069 after 175 steps. Thus, the fire warning
method based on ENN not only meets the practical needs, but
also improves the performance.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we describe the network structure, algorithm
process and experimental study of the extension neural
network. The validity and superiority of the method are
verified by experiments. Through experiment comparison, it
can be seen that the method has the advantages of simple
design, simple structure, fast convergence and smaller
training error, which can greatly improve the performance of
the data fusion system, and provide a new method and idea
for multi sensor information fusion.

Figure 5. Error convergence curve
The system automatically assigns certain data as test data.
Test accuracy curve is shown in Figure 6.
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